
Turner Hall is an independent press company set up by former 
Hall or Nothing owner Terri Hall and Robin Turner, ex-head of press 
at Heavenly Recordings. We are proud to represent Super Furry 
Animals, Gruff Rhys, Underworld, Gaz Coombes, Sarah Cracknell, 
Courteeners and R.Seiliog. We have also recently acted as press 
consultants to Manic Street Preachers for Hall or Nothing PR on 
Futurology and the Holy Bible reissue campaigns. 

Terri and Robin have previously worked on successful media 
campaigns for – among many others – the Stone Roses, Muse, 
Radiohead, Oasis, Manic Street Preachers, the Chemical Brothers, 
the Charlatans, Saint Etienne, Hot Chip, Caught by the River, 
Reading and Leeds Festivals, the Social and Primal Scream as 
well as media campaigns for publishers including Penguin, Faber, 
Orion, Harper Collins & Cassell Illustrated.

Turner Hall will manage across the board PR needs of artists 
and authors, records and books, events and ideas to deliver 
end-to-end media campaigns that bring the same attention to 
detail to every aspect of our clients activities. A wealth of media 
experience, from the cutting edge to the colossal, ensures that 
Turner Hall has an overview and capacity to deliver to all aspects 
of the press (printed and online).

Most of all though, Turner Hall aims to celebrate rock’n’roll and the 
written word and all that is magical in those two phrases. We’d be 
happy to talk more if you’re interested... 

robin@turnerhall.co.uk  07771 532437 
terri@turnerhall.co.uk  07831 420260

“ Turner Hall are 
always forward 
thinking but old 
school; music 
loving, tasteful, 
hard-grafting…  
and very good.”  
 
Nicky Wire, June 2015
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"SINGING IN 
WELSH, IT’S 
EASIER TO 
AVOID THE 
PITFALLS, 
THE ROCK 
CLICHES. 
ENGLISH 

IS MORE… 
TRASHY.”

Gruff Rhys

Super Furry Animals 
★★★★
Mwng
DOMINO. CD/DL/LP

W
hen Creation label boss Alan McGee first 
saw Super Furry Animals play live, the 
story goes he advised them to stop 

performing songs in their native Welsh language 
and instead sing in English – to which their 
bemused reply was, “We already do.” Frontman 
Gruff Rhys’s viscous vocal delivery aside, electing to write 
in English was a necessity in 1995 if SFA were ever going 
to transfer from their anarcho-techno roots into the pop 
mainstream; and besides a few B-sides, English would be 
their idiom, from the wizardly pop-psych of debut LP 
Fuzzy Logic, through to the increasingly shiny chart 
electronica of Radiator (1997) and Guerrilla (1999).

But then, in May 2000, came Mwng, a whole album of 
low-key Welsh-language songs recorded in just two weeks 
and released on the band’s own Placid Casual label, 
following Creation’s sudden collapse. A mostly morose, 
bucolic, slate-grey record, it should by rights have had 
fan-only appeal: instead, it made the UK Top 20, was the 
band’s international best-seller up to that point, became 
the biggest-selling Welsh-language record ever; and was 
commended by an Early Day Motion in the House Of 
Commons for its promotion of the language and culture 
of Wales.  

“It took us by surprise,” admits Rhys. “We didn’t have 
any expectations for it at all. But it made us happy.”

Mwng had begun haphazardly in the early months of 
1999, when Rhys demoed a collection of songs at SFA 
producer Gorwel Owen’s home on the island of Anglesey. 
The fact they were written in his first language, Welsh, 
was at that point no big deal. But returning to his family 
home in nearby Bethesda following a relationship break-

up, the singer’s impulse to record 
an LP in the band’s mother tongue 
grew more powerful. Forays into 
his old record collection 
reacquainted him with Welsh-
language artists such as cult ’70s 
folkie Meic Stevens, Huw Jones and 
new wave act Datblygu. 

“Welsh is an old, poetic 
language, and the rules of its 
poetry are quite strict,” Rhys 
explains. “Because there are less 
pop songs in Welsh, it’s easier to 
avoid the pitfalls of singing in 
English, the rock clichés. So they’re 
suitable for different types of 
record. English is more… trashy.”

When his bandmates joined him 
a month later, the songs developed 
organically, contrasting with the 
lengthy layering and endless ‘sound 
laboratory’ experimentation that 
had produced Guerrilla at Peter 
Gabriel’s Real World studio the 
previous summer. The new 

material seemed to absorb Anglesey’s wintry coastal 
bleakness – Y Gwyneb Iau (‘Hey Liverface’) with its 
doleful trumpet and melody; the sad-eyed folk air 
of Nythod Cacwn (‘Oh Beehives’); and a haunting 
cover of Datblygu’s Y Teimlad (‘The Feeling’).

Super Furry Animals were aware that this bold 
reassertion of their Welshness didn’t come without 
its dangers; and not just possible commercial 
suicide, but possession by demons. This occurs, 
ancient folklore dictates, whenever anyone sings in 
the Welsh tongue. Rhys confronted this fear 
directly on Ymaelodi Â’r Ymylon (‘Joining The 
Periphery’), its jaunty acoustic bounce and strange, 

operatically-sung bridges reflecting the song’s mixed 
message of outsider pride and hubristic fear. 

Wales came to suffuse the album. Confirmation in 
a 1999 census that the number of native speakers was 
declining inspired the eerie, desolate fairground waltz of 
Pan Ddaw’r Wawr (‘As Dawn Breaks’), matched only for 
epic cheerlessness by the funereal jazz electronica of closer 
Mawrth Oer Ar Y Blaned Neifion (‘A Cold Mars On 
Neptune’). Sarn Helen, meanwhile, is a spaghetti western 
hymn to the lost Roman road that connected the north 
and south of the country.

Yet to give the impression that Mwng is as chilly, damp 
and forlorn as the bleak landscape in which it was 
conceived would be false. SFA’s ear for a pop tune is 
innate, and at least three songs here – more if you include 
playful, gaming-character inspired bonus tracks like 
Calimero and Trons Mr Urdd, originally released in 1997 
as the B-sides to Hermann Loves Pauline and which 
appeared on expanded US edition Mwng Bach – are like 
beams of celestial light breaking through the low, 
glowering cloud. 

The clue is in the title of Ysbeidiau Heulog (‘Sunny 
Intervals’), a typically odd collision of disparate styles – in 
this case frantic ska with radio-jingle choruses – while the 
summery guitar riff of Dacw Hi (‘There She Is’) and 
catchy prog-skronk of Drygioni (‘Mischief’) complete 
the idea of an album torn from the heart of a songwriter 
never quite certain if the world is a place of bliss, fun or 
infernal torment.

After the album was recorded – unfussily, at Cardiff’s 
Famous Studios – overdubs were completed at Owen’s 
Anglesey bungalow. Cosmic blessing came on the last day 
of mixing in the form of August 1999’s dramatic solar 
eclipse; but back in terrestrial London, Creation was 
selling out to Sony, and thus, for the modest sum of 
£6,000, the group were able to buy the rights to an 
album whose predicted sales graph looked, quite frankly, 
rather modest.

But the Welsh themes and words – unfathomable, but 
all the more charming for that – were to prove a bonus, 
rather than a barrier, and Mwng (translated as ‘Mane’), 
with its atmospheric evocation of misty foreshores, 
marginal communities, ghostly roads and frosty planets, 
touched a nerve with record-buyers and climbed to 
Number 11 in the UK chart. 

In keeping with Mwng’s otherworldliness, test-pressings 
for the new 3-LP vinyl edition – deluxe versions add Mwng 
Bach, John Peel sessions and live material – were delivered 
to the band on the morning of the March 2015 solar 
eclipse. “There’s a celestial thing working behind this 
album,” concludes Gruff Rhys. Who could ever doubt it?

A slip of the tongue
Irked at only modest returns on a trio of big-budget albums, the free-spirited SFA 
went on ‘pop strike‘. Then, their DIY Welsh-language LP was a hit. By Pat Gilbert. 

KEY TRACKS
●  Ysbeidiau Heulog

●  Y Teimlad

●  Y Gwyneb Iau

●  Mawrth Oer Ar Y 
Blaned Neifion

BACK STORY:
THE 
AFTERMATH
● “You can’t predict a 
record’s impact. We were 
really happy it did so well, 
but equally we didn’t want 
to over-egg the pudding 
playing at Welsh castles, 
like triumphalists. We kept 
it subtle and only toured 
Mwng in America, Japan 
and the Reading Festival. 
We didn’t play it in Wales 
at all – we thought the 
gigs would be too 
emotional for the 
audience and us.”

Gruff Rhys

Mwn

y

Restless natives: Super 
Furry Animals circa Mwng, 
(from left) Dafydd Ieuan, 
Huw Bunford, Gruff Rhys, 
Cian Ciaran, Guto Pryce.

Super Furry 
AnimAlS 
Mwng (Domino)
 
Classic album reissue and  
first UK tour in six years. 

“SFA’s past still sounds like the future.” 
nme 10/10

“Like beams of celestial light breaking 
through the low, glowering cloud.” 

mojo 4/5 

“These homecoming gods showed  
us the old magic.” 

The Guardian 4/5

“We’re like an asteroid belt… it’s like a 
cosmos of bands” 

The Observer 

“A giant psychedelic wig-out.” 
evening Standard 4/5

turnerhall.co.uk are proud  
to represent SFA! 



SArAH 
CrACknell  
Red Kite (Cherry Red)
 
Second solo album and  
first ever solo tour.

“The power of Cracknell’s second solo album 
lies in its poise. Its vision of pop is deeply 
hermetic, caught between quiet pastoral 

rapture and urban resignation, Cracknell’s 
voice a siren of sweetened melancholy.” 

uncut, 8/10

“At its core is Cracknell’s airy, elegant 
voice; a weightless mystique that carries a 

heavy heart.” 
The Guardian 4*

“Sarah’s breathy charms are filtered 
through ’60s orchestral pop flourishes and 

radiant folk-rock settings.” 
The mirror 4*

“The unerring lightness of touch and 
honeyed harmonies are in a class all 

Cracknell’s own.” 
Q 4*

“Like a 1960s gem unearthed in a junk 
shop... A gorgeous, bucolic affair.” 

The Observer 4*
turnerhall.co.uk are proud  
to represent Sarah Cracknell. 



GAz 
COOmbeS   
Matador (Hot Fruit) 

Top twenty charting  
second solo album and 
countrywide tour dates. 

“Matador’s sound textures are from a 
wide range of sources: gospel, a touch of 
Neu!… A trace of the Plastic Ono Band… 

Thrillingly on the edge of hysteria” 
The Guardian 4 *

“Inventive throughout” 
The Times

“Ambitious and affecting, Matador may 
well be Coombes’ finest work to date” 

evening Standard 4*

“He’s made his masterpiece” 
Q 4*

“By the end, it feels like a journey through 
one man’s rawest and real emotions… that 
likeable Supergrass scamp is shedding his 

youthful skin to emerge as a serious and 
fascinating artist” 

mojo 5*

“One man, one voice – but now with an 
even clearer vision than before” 

record Collector
turnerhall.co.uk are proud  
to represent Gaz Coombes. 
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They were a new romantic disaster and dismal late ’80s AOR act. Then 
UNDERWORLD discovered dance music and, feeding on Lou Reed 
narratives, Sam Shepard poetry, Belgian techno and the club smarts of a 
teenage Romford DJ, created some of the most extraordinary music of the 
1990s. On the eve of the reissue of 1994’s dubnobasswithmyheadman, KARL HYDE, 
RICK SMITH and DARREN EMERSON speak to ALEXIS PETRIDIS 
about the method, madness and Olympian legacy of their still astonishing sound. 
Portrait by KEVIN WESTENBERG. 

I
T IS EARLY 1993, AND UNDERWORLD HAVE JUST 
released a single titled Mmm… Skyscraper, I Love You. It is a 
remarkable record, the beginning of an upward musical curve 
that would lead to both one of the ’90s greatest albums, 1994’s 
dubnobasswithmyheadman, and arguably the least commercial 
single ever to make the upper reaches of the charts: Born Slippy 
(Nuxx), seven-and-a-half largely tune-free minutes of ferocious 
rhythmic pounding and distorted vocals and Number 2 in 1996. 

Indifferent at best about giving interviews, the trio behind it 
nevertheless seem full of intriguing, original ideas about every-
thing from live performances to presentation. Their records arrive in sleeves covered with dis-
tinctive typography.  Two of the trio – Hyde and Rick Smith – are partners in a design agency 
called Tomato, which makes TV commercials, videos for other artists, designs title sequences 

for fi lms and stages art exhibitions, all with the same idiosyncratic aesthetic. Tomato’s burgeoning success 
occasionally makes Underworld seem like a latter-day version of John Lydon’s original concept for Public 
Image Ltd, not so much a band as the musical wing of a multimedia organisation. In 1993 and 1994, 

the  modern dance

�

Three’s are good: 
Underworld (from left) 
Darren Emerson, Karl 
Hyde and Rick Smith, 
The Workx Studios, 
King’s Cross, London, 
December 15, 1993.
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thing from live performances to presentation. Their records arrive in sleeves covered with dis-

underwOrld   
dubnobasswithmyheadman 
(Universal Music) 

20th anniversary reissue of 
the band’s classic debut and 
subsequent tour dates. 

“Acclaimed at the time as the most 
important album since the Stone Roses’ 

debut, dubnobasswithmyheadman is no 
less singular and compelling 20 years 

later… the album sounds like a city 
talking to itself after dark.” 

The Guardian

“A revolutionary record.” 
The Quietus

“Underworld didn’t fulfil a niche, they 
created one.” 

GQ

“Still properly electrifying.” 
The Observer

“Dance music utterly unlike any other 
dance music.” 

mojo
turnerhall.co.uk are proud  
to represent Underworld.



GruFF rHyS    
American Interior (Turnstile) 

Fourth solo album - his highest 
charting to date - and a rolling 
revue with a three-foot puppet. 

“A beautifully listenable, engaging piece 
that is original without trying too hard 

and goes beyond its creator to tell a 
remarkable story.” 

The Times, 5* (album of the week)

“An album full of wit, originality and 
indelible tunes.” 

The Guardian, 5*

“These are epic soundtracks for the lost 
adventurer within us all.” 

mojo 4*

“Rhys has now been a conduit for good 
ideas for over two decades. You can’t help 

wishing there were more like him.” 
Q 4*

“With over 15 albums behind him, in one 
guise or another, Rhys’ seemingly limitless 
imagination is breath-taking. You’ve heard 

the album, now get the book, film, app.” 
record Collector, 5* (album of the month)

turnerhall.co.uk yn falch  
o gynrychioli Gruff Rhys.



r.SeiliOG     
In Hz (Turnstile)  

Welsh Kraut-electro artist’s 
debut full length LP.

“Bold and beyond brilliant, In Hz is 
discombobulation for the soul” 

Q 4*

“Neu!’s circular riffs mixed with the gauzy 
techno of Jon Hopkins” 

uncut 8/10

“R.Seiliog presides over a subtle, 
imaginative record that transcends  

many genres” 
mojo 4*

The One Album You Should Hear This Week 
The Guardian

“It’s a record that sits comfortably beside 
those contemporary leaders of the leftfield, 

Jon Hopkins and Daniel Avery” 
mojo 4*

turnerhall.co.uk are proud  
to represent R.Seiliog. 
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COURTEENERS
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We’re the biggest

underground band

in the world

On June 5, Courteeners emulated 
their Mancunian forebears Oasis and 
The Stone Roses by playing in front of 
thousands of fervent fans at Heaton 
Park. “It’s really fucking emotional,” 
Liam Fray tells Lisa Wright, amid the 
champagne and supermarket pastries

“

”PHOTOS: JENN FIVE

COurTeenerS      
Concrete Love (PIAS) 

Fourth album, the band’s highest 
charting to date. Campaign 
culminated in headline show  
at Heaton Park. All 25,000 tickets 
sold out in one hour.

“Courteeners have the crowd from the 
off… 25,000 people singing a word-

perfect choruses for them. There’s 
barely a second of their 90-minute set 
for which the moshing relents, sweat-

drenched kids rolling over the front 
barrier almost for the get-go.” 

nme
 

 “Heft, heart and humour in spades.” 
Q
 

“Fist in the air pop perfection.” 
loaded

“The biggest phenomenon since Oasis.” 
The Guardian 

turnerhall.co.uk are proud  
to represent Courteeners. 


